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Abstract 

Despite the increasing popularity in the academic and practical fields of digital 
gaming, little has been explored and documented about gaming experience, especially 
firsthand account. This study uses Bruno Latour’s concept of the Thing while 
investigating digital gaming experience from frequent gamers’ standpoint using focus 
groups methodology. Additionally in-depth interviews were conducted with 
developers in order to gain a business perspective on the status of digital games 
development with regard to gamers. From the findings, Reality, Game, and Player 
were identified as agencies and their associations with the experiences of the gamers 
were gathered in making the Thing about gaming experience a matter of concern 
providing new meanings and further understandings of the abstract sets of 
experiences. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Thing 

When speaking of physical things around us, we mainly consider them as given, and tend to take them for 
granted, e.g., the usage of a chair for sitting, however sometimes we contemplate deeper associations to 
these objects, e.g., a chair associated with bad behavior and is used accordingly as a penalty for kids. In 
Bruno Latour’s theory of the Thing and Objects, these associations are called “gatherings” which come 
together in the making of the Thing, making a thing a matter of concern (11, 12). In contrast, Objects are 
things that aren’t perceived in relation to the gatherings and are taken as they are presented, unquestioned: 
matters of fact (11).  

However, as Latour puts it: “all objects are born things” and the shift from the Object state to the Thing 
state is possible when addressing the gatherings of the Object (11).  The gatherings of the Thing are 
thought to be relative and dependent on agencies which interplay and shape up the “thingness” of the 
Thing (8, 11, 12). Considering something is a Thing in relation to us, in this case “us” is considered an 
agency, where human involvement is considered to be a main “actant” in Things which can change 
constantly depending on and in relation to “us” (8). However, non-human agencies, such as artifacts, are 
also considered in these socio-material assemblies, Things (5, 10, 12). 

An important characteristic of Things is particularity, where all things are considered to be “particular” 
one way or another. Take for example the word “particular” in this paragraph, contained within quotation 
marks, there are two instances that share exact physical appearance (letters) and meaning, however 
according to Heidegger the very fact that one instance was typed/read before the other and that they are 
located on two different spots in this page make each instance a particular on its own allowing time and 
space to leave no room for universalities as contrary to science—where a scientific justification from 
general scientific theories is a necessity of all things (8).  

As exploring the Thing involves the agencies that come together in the formation of it, one would most 
probably face the complexity involving the entanglement of the gatherings, thus making it harder to 
explore. One way to deal with entanglements is to temporarily include a set of properties in the analysis 
and exclude the rest in order for the analysis to take place and for information to be gained from this act, 
this is called an “agential cut”(2, 3). These cuts are important in order to gain an understanding of what is 
addressed, for everything is entangled with everything and in order to grasp knowledge about anything, 
one needs to start somewhere and attempt to separate what is considered and what is not in the cut, which 
is essential to deal with those entanglements (2).  
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1.2 Games 

Game can be considered as a polymorphous complex product of human culture that applies to many sets 
of activities which vary in their forms, e.g., puzzles, board games, computer games, sports…etc., however 
the specific definition tends to depend on the perspective, e.g., academic field, design practice, gamer 
point of view…etc. (22). To illustrate the variety of definitions consider Table 1, where according to each 
author the elements of the game definition differ (22). Though exact definitions may vary, in reality they 
don’t attempt to exclude other sets but rather give an understanding and add to the general meaning of 
what games can be (9). Correspondingly, the concept of Play is considered to have a complex relationship 
with games; if not considered the same thing linguistically, e.g. play and game have the same word in 
German “Spiel, spiel”, then either game is a subset of play or play is a component of games. However, 
according to Caillois there are two types of play: (i) ludus and (ii) paidia; ludus refers to the structured 
rule based activities, whereas in contrast paidia refers to unstructured spontaneity (6).  

Table 1: Elements of game definition by 8 authors (22) 

 

A form of games that is growing in popularity for both academic research and industrial practice is the 
digital game, where it is considered to be an important field that requires attention as a primary discipline 
(22). In digital games, the hardware and software are considered to be components of the game, as 
mediums, and aren’t the entire game, e.g., UNO cards are just a medium and not the UNO game. Another 
form of games is dolls and blocks, which are considered by some to involve innovative play in contrast to 
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digital games which are considered to be strictly rule-bound and cannot therefore involve any form of 
creative playability (18, 25). In relation to ludus and paidia, that would put digital games under the ludus 
category, however the rules set in digital games are thought to provoke the development of different 
personal ways of experiencing the possibilities of the game (22) allowing creativity and personal 
experience to exist but at a different level; thus contrasting the previous argument. 

Taking the design framework into perspective, the game consists of three schemas: (i) RULES, which 
consists of the formal organization of the system, (ii) PLAY, which involves the human experience of the 
system, and (iii) CULTURE, which includes the larger context inhabited by the system (22). Backtracking 
to the concept of Play mentioned earlier in relation to the game, here (design perspective) PLAY involves 
the human factor of the game, which is considered to be an important focus in designing and making of 
the game (17, 23). Consequently, improving experience is considered the target in either the conceptual 
level noted by game researchers, improving engagement, flow, immersion, presence…etc. (14, 16) or by 
addressing usability and user experience in designing (17, 23). 

In design, the importance of focusing on humans and the way they perceive, use, and interact with a 
product has been recognized (17, 23). Attribute “usability” and user experience share the common goal of 
improving and providing a more efficient, enjoyable, satisfying, motivating, and usable products (17, 23). 
Usability deals with making systems safe, easy to learn, and easy to use (17). The qualitative attribute 
“Usability” does not only assess how easy user interfaces are to use, but it refers to the methods and 
means for improving the ease of use during the design process (17). User experience is the user’s 
interactions, impression, feelings, and use of the product (23). In the instance of designing games elements 
such as flow and immersion are triggered by the visual, auditory, and mental elements which must shift 
smoothly for a better experience (14). 

According to Redstrom, things are defined by their usage, and design must be redefined in terms of user 
experience, where users are brought closer to the design process in order to further contribute to the 
process (19, 20). However as designers aim to enhance and develop better solutions for the gaming 
experience, there is a need to better understand the users (19) and their firsthand experiences of games 
(16). Relevantly, despite the rise of academic research in the gaming field, there is still a need for further 
representation in the gaming literature of the actual gaming experience (16). 

1.3 Purpose and overview 

Users are considered to be heterogeneous and conflicted, and the design for them should take that aspect 
into consideration (5, 7). The notion of the Thing has been noted to be of interest in the design space, 
where heterogeneity of perspectives, concerns, and interests among actors is endorsed, allowing the 
gatherings of those actors, human and non-human to open new ways of thinking, behaving, and using (5). 
The present study is set to explore the Thing-ness in the digital gaming field, where the gatherings and 
associations of the gaming experience from different agencies are to be addressed from the gamer’s 
perspective.  

It has been noted previously that there have been few empirical studies addressing gaming experience 
(16). Thus firstly this study begins with an investigation of players’ firsthand account of gaming 
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experience by conducting an empirical research using the qualitative method focus groups discussions, 
where data is generated through the interactions among participants (21). The investigation will take into 
consideration mainly the following five points: 

i. Genres:  Categorizations of games and the usage of genre as the means to distinguish game categories 
are put into question, where the boundaries between genres are districting only superficial visual 
differences, and hiding the underlying similarities within video games genres (1). 

ii. Game components: Main elements of the game and their importance, meaning, and contribution to the 
game and players are explored, where elements have been taking part in defining game and play by 
authors in previous studies (22).  

iii.  Players: Types and the dependency of the variation on different games (16), as they might differ in 
their actions and interactions with either the world or other players and may be labeled as Explorers, 
Achievers, Killers, or Socializers, e.g., Killers’ interest is to act on other players; kill other players, 
whereas Socializers’ interest is to interact with other players, see Figure 1 for illustration (4). 

Figure 1: Bartle’s interest graph of player types of RPG games (4) 

 

iv. Experiences: Emotional, cognitive, and physical experiences that may differ between after the game 
and during gaming processes taking into consideration that importance of negative experiences as a 
contributor (16).  

v. Issues: The perception of corruption by players, putting Caillois’ 3 dimensions of corruption in games 
(6) into context as follows for investigation: 
- Corruption in the game’s virtual world, e.g., Grand Theft Auto, Skyrim, Call of Duty…etc.), 

where killings, stealing, pick-pocketing...etc. are present. 
- Corruption in gamer attitude in real life, e.g., the effects of aggressive behavior, swearing, 

addiction…etc. 
- Corruption in game itself, e.g., cheating, boosting, hacking…etc. 

Secondly, the business perspective is considered using the new fundamental logic of value as proposed by 
Normann& Ramirez (15), which is based on a value creation strategy, where the reconfiguration of roles, 
relationships, and structures of actors, partners, businesses, and customers work together to co-produce 
value (15). This can be applicable to the gaming industry, where gamers are co-creating their games 
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alongside developers. This study will look deeper into the developer –gamer relationships and roles in 
creating value (experience) by conducting in-depth interviews with game developers to gain an insight 
into the industry’s perspective on which values matter. 

Finally, from the empirical findings, significant agencies are highlighted, taken into consideration that 
nothing is essentially separate from anything else and that the act of highlighting agencies is, in fact, 
attempting to constrain features within the borders of the selection (2). This is done in order to address and 
discuss the associations they got among each other and thus displaying the Thing about gaming 
experience. The results of this study may hopefully contribute to the filling of the gap between academia 
and practice by providing relative findings beneficial to the design practice (user experience) and further 
understandings to the gaming discipline.  
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2 Methods 

In order to meet the aim of the study involving gaming experience from the users’ perspectives and 
gaining an insight from the gaming industry (game developers) that corresponds to the 5 points (section 
1.3) regarding their experience in games, qualitative methods were chosen to conduct in-depth research 
using two of its methods; focus groups and In-depth interviews (16, 21). As the focus groups method is a 
well-established in the fields of social research (21), it is considered to be an extremely valuable approach 
to the understanding of human behaviors; alternatively the In-depth interviews of game developers would 
provide a rich in-depth understanding of individual working experience (21). 

2.1 Focus groups method 

This section is divided into two parts: (i) Sampling—questionnaire and survey, where the selection of 
participants take place (ii) Formalities—groupings and structure, where details about participants and 
formation of groups along formal aspects of the method are presented. 

2.1.1 Sampling—questionnaire and survey 

The goal of this phase was to establish focus group members for this study. Mainly there were 3 steps for 
this phase:  The first was to collect participants who are interested in becoming part of the study with an 
interest in digital-games. This was done by posting information about the study and acquiring contact 
information for those who are interested. The post was distributed over many online events and channels 
(mailing lists, Google+, Facebook, gaming groups, and gaming events) in order to get a semi-random 
sample of participants as well as to have a better chance at getting more participants. There were 26 
responses to the posts. 

The second step was to send out a mini-survey for those who were interested to collect data about their 
level of interest and frequency of gaming in general and additional details specific to the four gaming 
genres (Action, Strategy, RPG, and Simulation) in order to get a better understanding of their gaming 
behavior.  

The final step was to select and form groups, from the 26 responding participants, only 22 gave relevant 
responses and were grouped according to the results of the mini-survey, where their interests and 
frequency of gaming similarities were taken into account. Meetings were scheduled corresponding to their 
preferred/available times. 
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2.1.2 Formalities—groupings and structure 

Out of the 22 participants, only 18 were able to attend and participate in the meetings successfully. The 
age varied between 21 and 37, with an average of 26 years. Out of the 18, only 3 were females and the 
rest, 15, were male participants. They were grouped into four groups according to the results of the survey, 
where similarities of interest and frequency of gaming served as an initial assumption of similar gaming 
behavior. However, due to some personal issues of the participants who weren’t able to show up to their 
initial meetings, they were formed into group 5—the mixed group. The meetings conducted with the final 
divisions as illustrated in Table 2. 

Table 2: Data of the participants of the 5 focus groups 

 FG1 FG2 FG3 FG4 FG5 
Number of 
participants 

4 3 3 4 4 

Number of 
females/males 

1/3 0/3 0/3 0/4 2/2 

Age range 25-32 24-25 24-26 22-25 21-37 
Average age 29 25 25 23 26 
Median age 30 25 24 23 23 
Gaming 
interest overall 

Medium high* High* High* High* High* 

Frequency of 
gaming overall 

Medium* Medium High* High* Medium High* Medium High* 

* Corresponding to their responses rating it from 1-5 where 4-5 is high, 3-4 is medium high, and 3 is medium. 

The meetings were conducted within an informal environment, as the atmosphere was intended to ease 
conversations; the scheduled estimated time for the meetings was to be between 60-90 minutes, however 
with the consent and sometimes the request of the participants the time was extended to 120 -180 minutes. 
As the participants mainly volunteered to be part of the study, incentives were mainly personal and 
indirectly remunerative (fika, refreshments, and pizza/burgers). 

2.1.3 Procedure 

The procedure consisted of two phases:  

Phase I: Introductory round, the icebreaker, where an introduction of the study was given and the general 
rules and outline of the session were clarified as well as the permission to record the session was granted. 
Then a go-around round took place for everyone to introduce themselves and their gaming habits in 
relation to the others around the table. 

Phase II: This phase was iterated 6 times, one round for each of the following topics:  

1. Categorization of games: genres 
2. Key game elements 
3. Type of players/gaming behavior 
4. Experience (cognitive, emotional, and physical): during the game 
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5. Experience (cognitive, emotional, and physical): after the game 
6. Corruption  

Each round consisted of a topic question followed by set of tasks: individual task (taking notes on 
notepapers), go-arounds (individual responses), a discussion of the responses, group task, and an open 
discussion. The tasks facilitated discussions and promoted activity and team-work, however due to the 
dependency of the tasks on the participants’ reactions (e.g. if no valid response was given to task X then 
due to the dependency of task Y on task X, then the task was skipped) the application of the tasks differed 
in practice for each of the 5 focus groups—Table 3 as an illustration for FG1. 

Table 3: Method structure for FG1 

Tasks/Topics 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Question What 

games do 
you play, 
name top 
3-5 
games. 

What 
factors/game 
elements are 
most 
essential to 
your games? 

What Kind 
of a player 
you 
consider 
yourself? 

What 
experiences 
do you 
encounter 
while 
playing 
games? 

What 
experiences 
do you 
encounter 
after 
playing 
games? 

Have you 
ever 
cheated? 

1. Notes on a 
separate paper 

YES YES - YES YES - 

2. Go around YES YES YES YES YES YES 
3. Discussion How 

frequent 
do you 
play in 
relation 
to FG? 

Why? What do 
you play 
for/achieve 
from 
playing? 

- - What is 
considered 
cheating? 

4. Group task Attempt 
to group 
games 
into 
categories 

- - Attempt to 
group 
positive 
and 
negative 
experience 

Attempt to 
group 
positive 
and 
negative 
experience 

- 

5. Open-
discussion 

What 
makes a 
gaming 
genre the 
way it is? 

Existing and 
non-existing 
elements in 
nowadays 
games 

- How can 
negative 
experiences 
affect you? 

Are the 
negatives 
good? 

Cheating 
being fun 

2.2 Interviews  

The 4 interviews were held as extended lunch meetings with game developers which took between 2-3 
hours each for two rounds, where taking notes was the method used for recording data. The 2 interviewees 
have 12-14 years of working with games. 
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The interviews followed an informal conversational structure. The first round was of an exploratory nature 
where the interviewees were presented with a description of the study, followed up with discussions 
focusing on their experiences, opinions, impressions, and challenges regarding: 

- Gaming genres 
- Target groups 
- Contributors 
- Important elements of games 

The second round was mainly focused on the aspect of limitation in reflection to the results of the focus 
group meetings. 

- Limitations in resources affecting gaming development 
- Effects of limitation of the game to the experience 
- Reality as a limitation 
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3 Results 

3.1 Focus groups 

The results of the focus group discussions of the following topics were summarized observations and 
generalized trends as well as the key notes of the 5 groups. 

1. Categorization of games: genres 
2. Key game elements 
3. Type of players/gaming behavior 
4. Experience (cognitive, emotional, and physical): during the game 
5. Experience (cognitive, emotional, and physical): after the game 
6. Corruption  

3.1.1 Categorizations of games: genres 

3.1.1.1 Question: What games do you play? Name top 3-5 games each on a notepaper. 

It was noted in all focus groups that most games mentioned were familiar by other participants, the most 
reoccurring games were: Fallout, Mass effect, Final fantasy, Baldur’s gate, Diablo, Skyrim, Minecraft, 
Pokémon, and Zelda. 

3.1.1.2 Reflection: How frequent do you play in relation to FG (habits)? 

It was noted that in FG1, FG4, and FG5 one participant in every group was playing comparatively more 
than the others in the group, who all had about the same pattern of playing: whenever there was time, few 
hours every day, whenever a new game comes up, vacation…etc. Many participants expressed their 
reluctance of admitting the actual amount of time spent on playing, and the fact that such behavior is 
viewed negatively by peers (non-gamers). 

3.1.1.3 Group task: Attempt to categorize the games (in section 3.1.1.1) according to the 4 genres: 
Action, Strategy, Simulation, and RPG.  

In general, all focus groups failed to reach a decisive categorization of all games. Two participants asked 
what a simulation game is. A combination of Action-RPG, Action-Strategy, and Strategy-RPG games 
were given to different games by different focus groups. The only semi-clear genre was the RPG category, 
but it fell in the combinational argument most of the time. 

3.1.1.4 Open discussion. 

In FG1&FG2, the discussion was about defining the game genres: Action, Strategy, Simulation, and RPG. 
The notion of games being a combination of genres depending on how one plays the game was concluded. 
In FG3, the notion of playing vs. watching others play was discussed, where aspects of pleasure, learning, 
and being a fan of the game were concluded to be part of watching gameplay and is considered to be an 
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important part of their gaming. In FG4, the replay-value was addressed, where participants found playing 
the game over and over again has a special value, and that even some games tend to have better value 
when played the second time. In FG5, the notion of personal interests was discussed in relation to gaming 
interest; participants found a trend of either playing games that suited their personal interest (e.g., sports), 
or games that are considered to be contrasting their real life personal stance (e.g., guns) where morals of 
the game were considered to be different and the experience gained from such games were not applicable 
to reality. 

3.1.2 Key game elements 

3.1.2.1 Question: What factors/game elements are most essential to your games? Name top 3-5 on a 
separate paper. 

The collection of the main elements from the 5 focus groups: thinking, wonder, flow, learning, tactics, 
strategies, freedom, immersion, character development, horror, humor, social structure,  exploration, sense 
of achievement, story, challenges, doing the undoable, responsiveness, moral choices, competitiveness, 
problem solving, progression, feedback, physics, mechanisms, sound effects, music, settings (the world), 
social, instant reply, intuitive, teamwork, turn-based, replay value, fun, graphics, co-operative, 
imaginative, creativity, pay-off, style of graphics(artistic/cartoonish), open story.   

3.1.2.2 Reflection: Discussion of section 3.1.2.1 

In all focus groups, the essential elements differed in priority from one game type to the other, e.g., story 
is essential in RPG games, but responsiveness is more essential in action games. 

3.1.2.3 Open discussion 

In FG3, personal value of different game types were addressed where nostalgia from childhood and 
sentimental personal appreciations were valued. In FG4, business and marketing perspectives in game 
making were addressed where the observation is that mainstream business is focusing on not-so-valued 
elements such as graphics and sounds and that the participants expressed disappointment in that trend. In 
FG5, commitment and game expectations were presented and discussed as the driving factors of playing 
some games. 

3.1.3 Type of players/gaming behavior 

3.1.3.1 Question: What kind of a player you consider yourself? 

Most of the participants considered their gaming behavior to be friendly and social, where only two 
participants admitted to take the game more seriously and aim for winning always regardless of the 
consequences. 

3.1.3.2 Open discussion 

In FG1, growing older was addressed as the main factor to the decrease of gaming competitiveness due to 
maturity. InFG2, team culture in games was highly praised by the participants in the discussion of the 
social aspect of gaming. In FG3, social context was viewed in a negative context, where social pressure in 
gaming can be an issue in some cases, and one participant expressed the loss of social life due to that 
gaming behavior. In FG4, the social community of gaming was viewed as a support to learning some 
games, skills improvement, and teambuilding. In FG5, gaming behavior changes were discussed, where 
situational settings, new releases, and peer interests acted as factors affecting those changes. 
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3.1.4 Experience (cognitive, emotional, and physical): during the game 

3.1.4.1 Question: What experiences do you encounter while playing games? 

The collection of experiences by the 5 focus groups includes: pressured, focused, immersed, excited, 
intellectually stimulated, fulfilled, thrilled, scared, captivated, stressed, angry, tensed, exhausted, bored, 
entertained, rewarded, comfortable, frustration, disturbed, relaxed, confused, happy, sad, committed, stiff, 
disappointed,  emotional, dizzy, anxious, lacking appetite,  empowered,   feeling the sense of flow, being 
in a habit, learning from the game, sense of wasted time, physical pain(fingers/hands), and the feelings of 
sorrow, despair and emptiness. 

3.1.4.2 Group task: Attempt to distinguish negative experiences from positive experiences. 

In FG1and FG5 most experiences were positive, where anger, frustration, and pressure were considered 
negative. However in the remaining focus groups, there was a general conclusion that stated whether 
experiences are positive or negative, they are eventually experiences, and thus considered positive 
nevertheless. 

3.1.4.3 Open discussion 

In FG3, factors that contributed to the negative experiences of the game were discussed and the 
highlighted factors were technical issues that hinder the smoothness and responsiveness of the games. In 
FG5, negative effects of gaming were discussed in a bigger context where issues regarding neglect of 
duties, effects on people surrounding, and pets were addressed. 

3.1.5 Experience (cognitive, emotional, and physical): after the game  

3.1.5.1 Question: What experiences do you encounter after playing games? 

The main reoccurring experiences were:  frustration, tiredness, emptiness, relief, happiness, and 
relaxation. The collection of experiences by the 5 focus groups includes: accomplishment, anger, sea-sick, 
moving forward, satisfaction, restless, regret, brain-dead, urge to go to WC, hunger, shocked to know the 
time, loss in thoughts, planning tactics for next games, completion, puzzled, loss of orientation, insomnia, 
mental exhaustion, physical pain, disappointment, fulfillment, and excitement. 

3.1.5.2 Group task: Attempt to distinguish negative experiences from positive experiences. 

Overall, there was a tendency to acknowledge negative experiences after gaming among all focus groups, 
where FG1 agreed it was mainly physical and time consuming, FG2 & FG5 said it was relative to the 
mood of playing, and FG3 & FG4 retained the appreciation of all experiences and noted them to be a 
positive factor to their gaming overall experience. 

3.1.5.3 Open discussion 

In FG3, the effects of gaming were further discussed in terms of long term and short term, where longer-
term experiences stretch out through their daily lives to include a continuous processing of thoughts and 
techniques of the games. In FG4, health issues were addressed, such as poor diet for long hours of gaming 
and loss of sense of the world and physical exhaustion when a new game comes up and a brief addiction 
kicks in. 
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3.1.6 Corruption 

3.1.6.1 Question:  Have you ever cheated? 

At the first glance, almost everyone in all focus groups denied cheating as one member said:  “In my 
opinion, I never cheated”, where members in FG1 had a strong stance against cheating. However members 
of FG2, FG3, FG4, and FG5 admitted to have used cheating methods (more or less sever means). 

3.1.6.2 Reflection: What is considered “good” cheating? 

There was a common conclusion in all focus groups which refers to everything that gives a player an 
advantage in playing a game is considered cheating, however not in all cases that advantage is considered 
a bad thing. In FG1, the only valid cheating method that was considered to be ethically acceptable was 
reading walkthroughs and guides about the game. In all other focus groups, cheating alone is considered 
acceptable for example: exploiting bugs, using glitches, cheating codes…etc., but cheating while playing 
against others was not. There was one member in FG3 and one in FG5 who thought that cheating against 
others can be fun and commented on the fact that cheating is not being understood. There was a common 
agreement among those who favor cheating that cheating should be considered as an addition to the 
experience of the game e.g., using cheats to experience new dimensions of the game. 

3.1.6.3 Open Discussion 

In FG1, violence in games was discussed in relation to reality and how “real” violence in games should 
and shouldn’t be. An agreement wasn’t reached as participants disagreed on whether or not “real” 
violence enhances the game. In FG2, games relationship to reality was addressed where learning history, 
language, or from others experiences was addressed as well as learning form losing as part of life-lessons, 
another notion was taking game into life, where continuous analysis and addressing of strategies of games 
in daily life becomes part of oneself regardless of positive and negative impacts that the game has on the 
body and mind.  In FG3, the relationship between games and reality was discussed and the notion of 
limitation as a mean to invoke and/or limit creativity is dependent on the gamer’s ways of playing the 
game as well as technical and technological limitations of playing the game which lead to the corruption 
of gaming industry and greed of companies that lead to game changes that result in the loss of value in 
some games.  In FG4, relationships were discussed: the relationship with peers, where peers are viewed as 
a support group in a gaming community, but peer pressure allows negative influences on gamers as part of 
corrupted behavior and language. In FG5, violence is addressed as an awareness of the virtual and real, 
where individuals get to experience virtual violence as a complete different form from actual real 
violence. 

3.2 Interviews 

There were two rounds of interviews, the results are summarized correspondingly. 
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3.2.1 First round 

The results of the meetings of the first round of interviews are summarized underneath the following 
headings: 

1. Gaming genres 
2. Target groups 
3. Contributors 
4. Important elements of games 

3.2.1.1 Gaming genres 

A discussion about categorizing games in genres took place in both interviews, and it was noted that the 
categorization depends on the main feature of the game, e.g., role-playing feature in an RPG game, though 
it includes some strategy, action, and simulation aspects.  However in one interview, game experience was 
considered to take part in defining games as well, e.g., an RPG gamer would tend to view more games as 
RPG. It was also noted that simulation games are considered unpopular, and that is due to not being given 
enough credit (by players and the advertisements), misunderstood, and being put in an “ugly box” in 
concept and is limited by technology and lacking creativity. 

3.2.1.2 Target groups 

In both interviews it was noted that although long-term frequent gamers are considered to be the most 
important to be considered in the making of games, the gaming industry is run by business and thus the 
main objective is to sell and make profit. This results in the shift of focus towards “mainstream” games so 
that they become accessible and appealing to more individuals—those who are charmed by advertisements 
and what’s popular—knowing that this would unfortunately cause games to lose complexity. 

3.2.1.3 Contributors  

The following is the list of participants who contribute to gaming and their roles as stated and 
acknowledged in the two interviews: 

i. Developers: They consist of programmers, designers, and artists who work together in the making 
of games, however it was noted that their freedom in developing games is limited and controlled 
by the decision makers. 

ii. Users: They consist of regular gamers who provide feedback to the developers, which can be 
useful to report bugs and issues, or troublesome as “loud” audience tend to complain on no 
grounds. Reviewers do contribute in providing feedback to games, however are considered to be 
subjective which would eventually corrupt the results. Test groups also contribute to the game 
development by providing early feedback before the final version of the game is released; 
however there is an issue where challenges might become easier and complexity of games 
decreases due to their brief experience of the game. 

iii.  Decision makers: CEO and publishers who have the business aspect of making games and tend to 
want to make games that are suitable to their own criteria, however they are not gamers and thus 
the main focus is on production values and not gaming values. 

iv. Academia: Sometimes some departments are hired to contribute to a gaming element, e.g., hiring 
the social science department to make a game’s social matrix. Scholars who study games and link 
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it to academia seem to be viewed by developers as “Not knowing what they are talking about” for 
they are not real gamers, which thus creates a gap of understanding. 

v. Students: Training in gaming industries or working on their thesis projects, students seem to 
acquire the restrained thinking limiting their creativity or as one interviewee calls it “brain 
washed” and thus fail to bring “freshness” but rather become tuned to the production values 
instead.  

3.2.1.4 Important elements of games 

It was noted that there was a distinction between what should be important and what things are being 
important due to the differences in values within the gaming industry, nevertheless complexity of games is 
considered to be important in making games richer by including multidisciplinary dimensions and 
increasing skill requirements for deeper gaming experience. However the current status of what is 
important contradicts the latter statement; easier trendy games and re-use old games into a more 
“mainstream” form. 

3.2.2 Second round 

The results of the meetings of the second round of interviews are summarized underneath the following 
headings: 

1. Limitations in gaming development 
2. Limitations and gaming experience 
3. Reality and limitation 

3.2.2.1 Limitations in gaming development 

It was noted that there were two types of limitations affecting gaming development: Controlled and 
uncontrolled. Resources such as time and money are scarce and controlled by entities requiring profit, thus 
are considered a direct limitation to the development of games. However nonexistent technology, mainly 
hardware, is considered a limitation to what can be done with games, for only existing technology is 
available to be used thus is not directly controlled by any entity. 

3.2.2.2 Limitation and gaming experience 

It was noted that experience in games is considered different from reality and on many occasions an 
escape from reality’s limitations, and thus making games is a process of “selling an illusion of 
unlimitedness” despite the fact that gamers are bond to different limits—rules of the game. It was also 
noted that the rules and limits of games are considered to act actively as a positive contributor to provoke 
creativity in playing the game, as gamers seek to push beyond limits and seek new ways to experience the 
game. 

3.2.2.3 Reality and limitation 

During the discussion about limitations in making games, the familiarity of reality was considered to play 
a direct role in limiting games development. It was mentioned that it is hard to escape the familiar zone of 
reality by abruptly introducing a completely unfamiliar element in the game without basing it on some 
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aspects of familiarity, e.g.  Aliens were introduced as having two legs and arms mimicking the human 
form as a frame of reference for the audience to familiarize themselves with aliens. The gradual change 
towards the unfamiliar in games and “not thinking too much outside the box” is considered a method to 
cope with this issue. However, games are not treated as part of reality regardless of familiarity, and thus 
the escape from reality succeeds in controversial and political issues, e.g., elements of extreme evil, and 
not being the hero becomes a goal in some games. 
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4 Discussions 

The empirical findings of this study were put into the perspective of the most significant elements 
highlighted in consideration to the concept of the agential cut (2) as an approach to deal with the 
underlying entanglements of the results.  The three main elements—Reality, Game, and Player—and the 
impacts which they were thought to have on each other by the participants of this study, were put into 
focus. In this study, Reality refers to everything that exists in the world that we experience (as stated in 
Oxford dictionary) , Game refers to the physical game components as well as the game’s virtual world, 
and Player refers to the user of the game whose experience, perspective of reality, mind, body, and self are 
involved in this analysis. 

In sections 1, 2, and 3 of this chapter, Figure 1 represents the main elements and the relations among them, 
Reality, Game, and Player, and the arrows represent the causal relationships among the three elements. 
Each arrow, relation, is labeled with a number which corresponds to a section of this chapter, e.g., arrow 
4.1.1 corresponds to section 4.1.1, the effects of Reality on Game. 

Figure 2: Illustration of the relationship between Reality, Game, and Player 
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4.1 Reality 

In general, reality refers to the state of things as they actually exist (Oxford dictionary), and in this study 
Reality corresponds to things that exist outside the gaming environment where existence and substance are 
more than just digitally represented. However, as it was noted by the results of this study, Reality had 
significant influences and effects on the Game and Players. Therefore in this section a further analysis and 
interpretation from Reality’s starting point are presented. 

4.1.1 Reality → Game 

In this section the attributes that are presented are mainly taken from the point of view where Reality is 
considered to be the main cause to the effects noted in the game. When presenting Reality’s contribution 
to Game, there are two main processes that are addressed: (i) The making of the game and (ii) Playing the 
game.  

In the making of the game (i), the notion of familiarity of reality was observed in the interviews to be an 
important factor in this process (section 3.2.2.3), where developers argued that games are based on 
familiarity, of reality in particular, thus making Reality an important basis to stand on in the development 
process, e.g., aspects such as language, boundaries, time, characters...etc. from Reality do play part in 
being elements of games. Furthermore, it was noted that the complexity of Reality as being 
multidimensional in many aspects of life continues to be embedded further into the gaming structure to 
mimic richness and complexity of reality, e.g., embedding a social matrix into the game makes the 
relationships of the game characters interesting and thus the overall game, as the familiarity of such 
relationships in Reality is considered a factor in having such an effect—being interesting. Controversial 
aspects of Reality are also being included in games and considered to be important for the gaming 
experience, as expressed by many participants of the focus groups, e.g., violence in games and the ability 
to act as the villain in the game is considered a privilege and an opportunity that cannot be experienced in 
Reality due to consequences.  

Meanwhile, the game development process is taking place in Reality, thus is limited to what is existing in 
Reality, and bounded by its rules in the physical sense, e.g., game development is limited to existing 
technology in Reality, thus a game cannot be made without using existing technology. Another challenge 
that is imposed by Reality is the noted fact from the results of the interviews that gaming industry is 
driven by business and production values, resulting in a conflict of goals where the developers ultimate 
aim involves developing games to further enrich gaming experience, which is not similarly shared by 
those on the top levels of power within the game-making industries, eventually having a conflict based in 
Reality affecting games nevertheless (26).  

It is hard, if not impossible, to separate Reality from Game, knowing that the actual process of playing 
games (ii) is taking place in the real world, thus Reality’s settings such as time and place have direct 
effects on the gaming, e.g., a player is playing the game in the living room, sitting on the couch, at 23:00 
in Reality regardless of what’s going on in the game, however needs to go to bed and thus must stop the 
gaming process immediately. Being connected to reality at all times, by being physically existing in 
Reality and playing within the physical environment of Reality, it was noted by the focus groups that there 
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are influences that act as an interruption on the gaming behavior, e.g., technical issues from Reality that 
hinder the smoothness and responsiveness of the game, and/or as a hinder to the process, e.g., time is 
limited in Reality, thus the time spent on gaming is limited to what Reality allows. Another is the 
environmental factors of Reality that limit gameplay, e.g., responsibilities such as taking care of children, 
pets, and work that are prioritized over gaming, or electrical outage due to a storm that causes the 
termination of gameplay. 

However, it is important to take into consideration the gathering factors of Reality, e.g., familiarity, 
elements, development...etc. that comes together in the making of games regardless of the limitations and 
issues imposed, thus allowing Game to exist. 

4.1.2 Reality → Player 

In this section the tangible and intangible effects of Reality on the player are presented. Apart but not too 
far from Game, the player is imposed on by Reality’s set of elements and circumstances which are 
connected to the game using Player as a medium in the gaming process 

The intangible effects include the set of non-physical elements and activities, e.g., feelings, memories, 
experiences, prejudices…etc. Prior-to-game, Player’s set of experiences and expectations are mainly 
formed by Reality, as Player exists in Reality mainly all activities and events involving Player are 
happening in Reality, e.g., born, living, and performing in Reality, thus have an impact on the gaming 
experience of Player, e.g., the death of a civilian that is caused by a villain which can evoke the sense of 
revenge. However these echoes of Reality on Player, such as experiences, feelings, expectations, events, 
and qualities, resonate in Player continuously and can cause issues during gameplay, as noted from the 
results (section 3.1.6). These issues include the interfering standards of Reality with a player’s perception 
and judgment of Game, one is the moral and ethical dilemma of the game where the acceptance of some 
gaming aspects is hindered by their immoral existence in Reality e.g., violence in the game can be fun, 
whereas it’s morally unacceptable in Reality. Also an external significant influence on Player by Reality 
can cause changes to the gaming behavior as situational settings, new game releases, time vacancies, and 
social relations actively alter the gaming behavior of Player and thus the experience of the game, e.g., time 
enjoyed playing is cut short due to other duties in Reality.  

However not only a player’s experiences are influenced and shaped by Reality, their existence is 
considered to be part of Reality itself. Due to that, the existence of Player in Reality encounters limitations 
set by Reality, one is their physical form that is limited in its capabilities, e.g., exhaustion as a limitation 
of the human body, and another is the environment which is governed by the laws of nature—reality, e.g., 
the incapability to defy gravity by walking on ceilings—naturally without gadgets. Sometimes due to 
these limitations, Player makes an escape from Reality to the Game world, as noted by the focus groups. 
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4.2 Game 

In this study, the end product of game designers and developers, Game, refers to the tangible and 
intangible components of digital games. Thus the different impacts of the components of Game on Reality 
and on Player are addressed in this section. 

4.2.1 Game → Reality 

So far it has been noted in this study that Reality has a significant impact on Game, however the latter 
differs in many aspects from Reality which makes the experience of games unique, thus allowing Player to 
escape the boundaries of reality and develop own sense of new different experiences from Game. This 
occurs as players gradually get out of Reality’s zone of familiarity, by experiencing familiar (Reality)-
unfamiliar (Game) combinations, and  as the unfamiliar becomes familiar it slowly adds up to reality a 
new set of familiarity and eventually expanding the familiar zone of Reality through the Game.  

Another effect of Game on Reality involves the outcome of the gaming process that linger on as Player 
snaps back to Reality, this includes the cognitive and emotional experiences that take place during gaming 
sessions, as it has been noted by the focus groups, where one gains knowledge from the game that 
corresponds to reality’s facts, e.g., learning new English vocabulary, weapons that were used in WWI and 
WWII from warfare games, new tactical skills from strategy games…etc., and experience that could 
mimic Reality’s experience, e.g.,  the death of a beloved character, or ethical decisions such as those in 
RPG games which trigger real feelings and thoughts that are taking place in Reality. 

4.2.2 Game → Player 

Perhaps the most interesting notion of Game is the manner it differs from Reality, as Game allows players 
to encounter different experiences that cannot be encountered in Reality, e.g., teleporting in the game 
Portal, or encounter similar experiences but in a different manner, e.g., can experience virtual murder as 
an accomplishment. The reason why that is made possible is that many elements, including controversial 
ones, are treated differently in the gaming world, for they are considered not real or not having the same 
real effect in Reality; the murder doesn’t have same consequences in Game as in real life (depending on 
the game) and no harm is done to real beings in Reality—meaning physical living human being killed. 
Therefore the Player’s generated experiences by Game has a significant meaning that holds value in a 
game’s world that is different from those generated by Reality, however those experiences are 
nevertheless real for Player as Game allows them to go beyond Reality’s limitations as expressed by many 
participants of the focus groups. 

It was noted by the focus groups that experiences have short term effects during the process of playing the 
game such as temporary feelings (e.g., happiness, accomplishment, anxiety, fear…etc.), physical 
sensations (e.g., tiredness, pain, adrenaline, hunger…etc.), or social behaviors (e.g., patience, rage-
gaming, bad-language usage, support…etc.). However some effects can be long lasting, where they 
continue even after gaming sessions, these can include skills development such as precision and reaction 
time, the continuous thinking of gaming events, strategies, story…etc., or attending game musical concerts 
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and events in Reality. Being part of Game, the social community provides Player with the opportunity to 
interact with other Players, allowing the gaming community to act as a real supporting factor to gameplay, 
e.g., team-play, however, as noted by some focus groups, many tend to rely on these relationships for 
comfort and companionships as part of their personal life in Reality, and on some occasions that 
relationship is brought to the real world and real friendships are formed. 

Nevertheless there were significant issues that are caused by prolonged uncontrolled gaming which can 
harm Player (section 3). On one hand there is addiction and disconnection from Reality’s responsibilities 
and duties, on the other there are the health concerns such as poor diet due to the allocation of time to the 
gaming process, however Player is held accountable for their choices in Reality, which is a dilemma 
especially when the Player is trying to escape that accountability by choosing to continue on living in the 
gaming world resulting in a vicious circle that is invisible in the Game. 

4.3 Player 

Being the main user of Game, Player is considered to be an important element in the gaming environment, 
whether in the making or playing the game, and in order to understand the effects that Player has on 
Reality and on Game in this section, their experiences are addressed. 

The experiences of Player by the Game is derived from Player’s own collection of previous encounters 
with Reality and Game, and thus the senses of accomplishments, joy, appreciation, and happiness…etc. 
are Player’s own personal sentiments. As one Player could be choosing games that correspond to their 
own interests in Reality, e.g., Player choosing sports games due to interest in sports, and another Player 
would choose games that are completely opposite their interest in Reality, e.g. war games and death-
matches, yet both players have the choice to experience their games in their own way and share the fact 
that their Reality and Game are being affected by their gaming practice. From the empirical results, the 
effects of Player on Reality and Game are discussed further. 

4.3.1 Player → Reality 

Throughout the study, Player’s experience was significantly noted as an important contributor in shaping 
several factors of the game. Whether it was a personal preference of an element or the actual experience 
with a genre, the personal experience of Player was considered to be the basis in identifying the set of 
properties which would define those attributes.  

The experiences of Player have direct effects to Player’s own perception of Reality, and on some 
occasions on reality as a whole, one which involves the gaming genre and categorization issue where the 
understanding and defining genre was noted in this study to be non-universal: From section 3, focus group 
players seem to view such definitions from their own frame of reference which is influenced by Game and 
thus tend to act as a basis of viewing Reality, and in this case defining and categorizing games, e.g., a 
typical RPG player would tend to play and view Minecraft1 as an RPG game, where another player might 

                                                   
1 A sandbox construction indie game (13) 
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play it as a strategy game—design the best ways to kill enemies efficiently. However due to the 
dependency on personal experiences and the subjectivity and dynamic nature of those experiences, no 
concrete generalization can be made and the acceptance of this fact may aid future attempts to redefine 
categorizations of games. 

On another occasion, the dependency on Player’s perception is noted to take part in highlighting the 
important elements of the game. While in the making (section 3.2) there were some clashes in opinions on 
what is essential to be developed in the game, as interests are shaped by business mainly (e.g., more 
appealing elements such as better graphics), it is a different case when it comes to Players, as noted in this 
study, many seem to appreciate the cognitive and emotional elements more than representational elements 
(section 3), e.g., graphics, in most games but appreciating the latter in some game types.  However a 
general observation can be concluded from this study is that elements differ in priority and value 
depending on Game types, and the process adding up mainstream elements to keep up with the market’s 
appealing criteria while neglecting what once mattered, will just force games to lose their essence in the 
long term and a better allocation of resources, in my opinion, is needed in order to avoid that consequence. 

4.3.2 Player → Game 

The effects that Player has on Game can be considered either positive or negative from an observer’s point 
of view; however from some Player’s perspective (section 3), these effects are results of experiencing the 
game and thus can only be considered valuable nevertheless (16).  

As Player engages in the act of gaming, they are confined by new sets of rules of the gaming world, and 
thus what Player is able to do is limited to what Game has to offer, however this limitation seems to evoke 
the sense of creativity in some Players and in many cases Player seems to push beyond those boundaries 
to find new ways to experience Game that were not originally designed for, e.g., finding a glitch in the 
game that allows the player to reach higher levels of the game, and some Players take it as a challenge and 
attempt to break the code of the game, e.g., hacking the game and implement alterations to allow for 
example flying, thus eventually adding to their Game’s playability scope (18, 26). 

Sometimes these alterations to the gameplay, which can be considered as “cheating”, cause issues 
especially in occasions where social gaming is involved and thus other Players may not tolerate the 
changes and their experience would eventually be vandalized by this act. As noted in section 3, “cheating” 
was interpreted differently from one person to the other, so was the acceptance of the acts associated with 
the word, however most couldn’t deny the fact that they have been taking part in acts which gave them 
unfair advantage in the gameplay which are considered as “cheating”, and many considered it to add to 
their experiences regardless of being in a positive or negative manner. However, the focus group 
participants split into two categories according to the acceptance of cheating: (i) playing alone and (ii) 
playing with others. Most of the focus groups participants found tolerance to the act of cheating when 
Game was played alone (i) and not affecting other Players, but only few still found some enjoyment in 
“cheating” while playing with others (ii). On the other hand, it is more common to “cheat” while playing 
alone, and thus the consequences of such an act whether they are perceived positively or negatively by 
Player are acknowledged and foreseen and controlled solely by them. 
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4.4 Language 

Whether it was in the process of conducting the empirical study, comprehending the results, or analyzing 
the study, language played a significant role throughout. As a means of communication, language was 
considered to be the main element in the process of relating and interacting throughout the method of the 
study, thus participants were being limited to language’s set of vocabulary in order to express and define 
their experiences. Although there was a trend of finding difficulties in acknowledging the words used 
among the focus groups as the exact description of the experiences expressed, to one’s surprise there was 
a mutual agreement among participants on whether the words, language as we know it, used are most 
suitable to the description. This was noted when participants were discussing the words representing 
cognitive, emotional, and physical experience, where a significant trend involving  negative-associated 
words such as pressure, anxiety, fear…etc. were considered positive to their gaming experience. 

However, participants were using language as the only decoder of their cognitive, emotional, and physical 
experiences knowing that language is just one representation of reality, this enables the tendency to lose 
parts of meaning across translation as was perceived on several occasions, one was during the discussion 
of genre types, where simulation was having the least amount of acknowledgement and appeal among the 
focus groups participants, whereas during the interviews it was noted that regardless of the bad reputation 
of simulation games, the actual meaning of a simulation game is not as what it is perceived to be among 
players; being put in the ugly black box where it doesn’t matter what it is on the inside as long as it is 
labeled by simulation, and that in fact all games are more or less simulation games, meaning that they 
mimic part of reality. Another occasion was during the discussion of cheating where strong association in 
Reality with the word “cheat” have remained in Game for some participants as they completely rejected 
the act morally in the game, however others didn’t associate Reality’s morals to the cheating act in Game, 
and thus consider the word to mean something else in their own set of language ,e.g., when one participant 
said: “in my opinion, I never cheated”, and yet admitted to the acts which were considered more or less 
cheating by language, in both instances language acted as a hinder to either experience further games by 
participants (simulation labeled games), and/or further understand further meanings presented by 
participants. 

Regardless of the issues caused by language in relation to understanding gaming experience, the results of 
this study act as an indication to what is meant in correspondence to reality, which alternatively add 
meaning and understanding to the foreign territory of non-gamers—gaming experience (9). 
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5 Conclusions 

Instead of taking the gaming experience as given, this study has taken place to consider the gaming 
experience a matter of concern , as Latour calls it, a Thing (11, 12), and has been set to investigate 
firsthand accounts from frequent gamers of their positive/negative, long-term/short-term, and 
cognitive/emotional/physical experiences. Business perspective was also taken into consideration as a 
limitation to game design. The associations of the empirical results with the highlighted agencies—
Reality, Game, and Player—came together in the creation of the gatherings/assemblies of the Thing about 
gaming experience. User’s perspective is considered essential in the gaming field (16, 17, 23), thus this 
study aimed for a diverse sample of gamers to broaden the scope of the findings, however due to 
uncontrolled circumstances, the sample might have been limited to gamers whose personalities and nature 
allowed them to be part of such study, thus perhaps affecting the results to favor specific gaming groups. 
The focus of this study was on digital games, since the gaming field is rising in both areas, academic 
research and industrial practice, which both seek further understanding and new meanings of the gaming 
experience (16, 19). 

This study presented a new means of perceiving firsthand gaming experience—Thingness, by highlighting 
three main agencies—Reality, Game, and Player—and analyzing the associations they have with the 
gaming experience. However due to the dynamics of the agencies involved in this study, new meanings 
would emerge over time and would need to be uncovered to further continue contributing to the Thing 
about gaming experience,  
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7 Appendix. 

Table 4: Method structure of FG2 

Tasks/Topics 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Question What 

games do 
you play, 
name top 
3-5 
games. 

What 
factors/game 
elements are 
most 
essential to 
your games? 

What Kind 
of a player 
you 
consider 
yourself? 

What 
experiences 
do you 
encounter 
while 
playing 
games? 

What 
experiences 
do you 
encounter 
after 
playing 
games? 

Have you 
ever 
cheated? 

2. Notes on a 
separate paper 

YES YES - YES YES - 

3. Go around YES YES YES YES YES YES 
4. Discussion How 

frequent 
do you 
play in 
relation 
to FG? 

Why? What do 
you play 
for/achieve 
from 
playing? 

- - What is 
considered 
cheating? 

5. Group task Attempt 
to group 
games 
into 
categories 

Attempt to 
group 
elements 
into abstract 
and concrete 
(obvious 
and non-
obvious) 

- Attempt to 
group 
positive 
and 
negative 
experiences 

Attempt to 
group 
positive 
and 
negative 
experiences 

- 

6. Open-
discussion 

What 
makes a 
gaming 
genre the 
way it is? 

Existing and 
non-existing 
elements in 
nowadays 
games 

Team 
culture in 
games 

How can 
negative 
experiences 
affect you? 

Are the 
negatives 
good? 

Cheating 
being fun 

Table 5: Method structure for FG3 

Tasks/Topics 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Question What 

games 
do you 
play, 
name 

What 
factors/game 
elements are 
most 
essential to 

What Kind 
of a player 
you 
consider 
yourself? 

What 
experiences 
do you 
encounter 
while 

What 
experiences 
do you 
encounter 
after 

Have you 
ever 
cheated? 
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top 3-5 
games. 

your games? playing 
games? 

playing 
games? 

2. Notes on a 
separate paper 

YES YES - YES YES - 

3. Go around YES YES YES YES YES YES 
4. Discussion How 

frequent 
do you 
play in 
relation 
to FG? 

Why? What do 
you play 
for/achieve 
from 
playing? 

- - What is 
considered 
cheating? 
 

5. Group task - Attempt to 
group 
elements 
into abstract 
and concrete 
(obvious and 
non-obvious, 
personal vs. 
general)  

- Attempt to 
group 
positive 
and 
negative 
experiences 

Attempt to 
group 
positive 
and 
negative 
experiences 

- 

6. Open-
discussion 

Playing 
vs. 
watching 
others 
play 

Personal 
value of 
different 
game types 

Social 
pressure in 
playing 

Technical 
issues with 
the game 

Long term 
vs. short 
term effects 

Cheating 
being fun 

Table 6: Method structure for FG4 

Tasks/Topics 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Question What 

games 
do you 
play, 
name 
top 3-5 
games. 

What 
factors/game 
elements are 
most 
essential to 
your games? 

What Kind 
of a player 
you 
consider 
yourself? 

What 
experiences 
do you 
encounter 
while 
playing 
games? 

What 
experiences 
do you 
encounter 
after 
playing 
games? 

Have you 
ever 
cheated? 

2. Notes on a 
separate paper 

YES YES - YES YES - 

3. Go around YES YES YES YES YES YES 
4. Discussion How 

frequent 
do you 
play in 
relation 
to FG? 

Why? Community 
and support 
from 
playing 

- - What is 
considered 
cheating? 
 

5. Group task - Attempt to 
group 
elements 
into abstract 
and concrete 

- Attempt to 
group 
positive 
and 
negative 

Attempt to 
group 
positive 
and 
negative 

- 
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(obvious and 
non-obvious, 
personal vs. 
general)  

experiences experiences 

6. Open-
discussion 

Reply-
value 
and 
game 
types  

Business and 
marketing 
perspective 
in game 
making 

Geeky 
gamers and 
stereotypes 

Negative 
experiences 

Health and 
effects 

Cheating 
being fun 

Table 7: Method structure for FG5 

Tasks/Topics 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Question What 

games 
do you 
play, 
name 
top 3-5 
games. 

What 
factors/game 
elements are 
most 
essential to 
your games? 

What Kind 
of a player 
you 
consider 
yourself? 

What 
experiences 
do you 
encounter 
while 
playing 
games? 

What 
experience
s do you 
encounter 
after 
playing 
games? 

Have you 
ever 
cheated? 

2. Notes on a 
separate paper 

YES YES - YES YES - 

3. Go around YES YES YES YES YES YES 
4. Discussion How 

frequent 
do you 
play in 
relation 
to FG? 

Why? Communit
y and 
support 
from 
playing 

- - What is 
considere
d 
cheating? 
 

5. Group task - Attempt to 
group 
elements 
into abstract 
and concrete 
(obvious and 
non-
obvious, 
personal vs. 
general)  

- Attempt to 
group 
positive and 
negative 
experiences 

Attempt to 
group 
positive 
and 
negative 
experience
s 

- 

6. Open-
discussion 

Interest
s and 
type of 
games 
relation  

Commitmen
t and game 
expectations 

Situational 
gaming 
behavior 

Effects on 
environment
, others, and 
pets 

- Cheating 
being fun 

 


